
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-11: More Words With Silent Letters

1.  ballet Alison is practicing for her ballet recital.   

2.  thorough When David mows the lawn he is very thorough.  

3.  rustle The wind made the leaves in the trees rustle.   

4.  tomb The diagram in our textbooks shows what an ancient Egyptian tomb looked like.  

5.  scratch Try not to scratch that insect bite or it will become more itchy.   

6.  knitting Rob's grandmother is knitting a winter hat for him. 

7.  hustle Jerome's mother told him to hustle, or he would be late for school.  

8.  wrench Mr. Liberti noticed the wrench was missing from his toolbox.  

9.  gnaw Daisy the dog likes to gnaw on her bone.    

10.  answer Marie wasn't sure how to answer such a difficult question.    

11.  handsome Many people think the actor who plays the lead role in the new movie is very handsome.   

12.  knuckles Knuckles are the joints that connect your fingers to your hand. 

13.  match Landon wants to watch the tennis match on television this afternoon.  

14.  soften Leave the ice cream on the counter for a few minutes to soften before you serve it. 

15.  muscle Dana wasn't able to go to cheerleading practice because she strained a muscle. 

16.  fudge Do you have a good recipe for homemade fudge?   

17.  assign Mrs. Parker will assign her class a math packet to complete over the winter break.    

18.  scissors You are going to need a pair of scissors to cut the tag off your new shirt.    

19.  playwright Perhaps the world's most famous playwright is William Shakespeare.   

20.  knowledge Kevin's grandpa has a lot of knowledge about American history.   

Review Words

21.  autumn Nadine's favorite season is autumn.  

22.  whistle It took a long time for Danny to learn how to whistle.  

23.  flight The flight from Atlanta to Pittsburgh was delayed by one hour.   

Challenge Words

24.  wrestle  Camden wants to wrestle, but his parents tell him to wait until he is older. 

25.  chaos When everyone began talking at once, the scene quickly turned into chaos.   
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